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Partnering with Beavers in Illinois:
A New Paradigm

The State of Illinois has a host of environmental,
economic, and ecological problems that
could be solved if we were to adopt a cutting
edge strategy to greatly help water quality
problems. The strategy is called “low-tech pro-
cess-based restoration of riverscapes,” and we
could use it to restore the health of our rivers and
create complex river-wet-
land corridors.

Process-based restoration
is the practice of adding
simple, low unit-cost,
structural additions
(locally sourced rock,
Beaver Dam Analogs,
and anchored log struc-
tures) to riverscapes to
mimic functions and
promote specific pro-
cesses; and then letting
the beavers work their wetlands-creating
magic. It costs a fraction of conventional river
restoration, prevents flooding, improves water
quality, would allow Illinois farmers to grow
wetlands and sell water quality credits for
profit, addresses agricultural runoff that causes
a dead zone in the Gulf of Mexico, and would
benefit our tourism industry. Case studies of
process-based river restoration are needed in
Illinois.

Beavers are a keystone species. Their wetlands
habitats--which they engineer--allow other ani-
mals, fish, birds, and amphibians to flourish.

Many Illinois rivers and watersheds are in need
of restoration based on a variety of measure-
ments and priority areas have already been
developed.

The Illinois Department of Agriculture releases a
Nutrient Loss Reduction Strategy biennial
report to discuss efforts to reduce the amount
of fertilizer that is entering our rivers. Strategies
discussed include growing cover crops, reduc-
ing the amount of fertilizer, and “constructed”
wetlands--but the number of acres under

“constructed” wetlands is
relatively very low.  In
2018, agricultural partners
in Illinois invested
$33,941,961 in nutrient loss
reduction efforts. More
wetlands is one answer,
and process-based resto-
ration is designed to be
inexpensive and to scale
up easily.

A detailed guidebook has
been developed by U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service, NOAA, University of
Saskatchewan, and the U.S. Forest Service
about how to relocate beavers to accomplish
river restoration goals.
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https://www.beaverinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Beaver-Hydrology-impact-in-Milwaukee-final-1.pdf
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https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/watershed-management/tmdls/Documents/2018_Cycle_Integrated%20Report_FINAL_20210201.pdf
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/watershed-management/nonpoint-sources/Documents/Priority-Watersheds.pdf
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/watershed-management/excess-nutrients/Documents/NLRS-Biennial-Report-2019-Final.pdf
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/water-quality/watershed-management/excess-nutrients/Documents/NLRS-Biennial-Report-2019-Final.pdf
https://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Documents/2018BRGv.2.01.pdf
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In addition to preventing nutrient loss, wetlands
can be profitable through wetland mitigation
banking and through “nutrient farming,” which
means that farmers could turn farmland back
into wetlands and make a profit off it by pro-
ducing and selling water quality credits. The
EPA encourages the use of water quality credit
markets and markets already exist in other
states.

Illinois could create new eco-tourism destina-
tions if wetlands are developed with board-
walks and observation decks, which would
benefit our tourism industry.

Illinois groundwater levels are trending toward
depletion. Farmers could better withstand
drought conditions by allowing beavers to live
in their waterways, using flow devices to
control flooding, and allowing for wider ripar-
ian areas (where vegetation grows along the
river margins and banks).

While beavers do bring the risk of tree damage
or flooding, modern tools for beaver manage-
ment such as the installation of flow devices or

tree wrapping allow for the protection of
public safety, infrastructure, and landscaping.
Right now, too many beavers are being
trapped and killed because the state discour-
ages relocation. In 2018, around 1,300 “nui-
sance” beavers were reported to be trapped
in the state; 97% of them were killed. Illinois
should relocate “nuisance” beavers using best
practices developed by other states. When it
comes to fur harvesting, in the 2019-2020 trap-
ping season, 12,177 beaver pelts were sold. If
llinois is to develop pilot programs of low-tech
process-based restoration of our rivers, water-
sheds that are under restoration would need to
be exempted from beaver trapping.

Illinois needs a paradigm shift. We need to stop
seeing beavers as an agricultural and urban
enemy, and start partnering with them to
achieve our goals of complex river-wetland
corridors, restored rivers, cleaner water, new
eco-tourism opportunities, biodiversity, and
much more.

“Urban infrastructure efficiently routes
runoff over hot impervious surfaces and

through storm drains directly into
streams and can lead to rapid, dra-

matic increases in temperature.
Thermal regimes affect habitat quality
and biogeochemical processes, and

changes can be lethal if temperatures
exceed upper tolerance limits of

aquatic fauna. Thus the introduction of
beaver into urban streams may help
moderate the negative urban heat

island effects.”

Pollock, M.M., G.M. Lewallen, K. Woodruff, C.E.
Jordan and J.M. Castro (Editors) 2018. The

Beaver Restoration Guidebook: Working with
Beaver to Restore Streams, Wetlands, and

Floodplains. Version 2.01. United States Fish and
Wildlife Service, Portland, Oregon. 189 pp.

https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/programs/farmbill/?cid=nrcseprd362686#:~:text=Wetland%20mitigation%20banking%20is%20the,used%20for%20impacts%20from%20agriculture.
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/national/programs/farmbill/?cid=nrcseprd362686#:~:text=Wetland%20mitigation%20banking%20is%20the,used%20for%20impacts%20from%20agriculture.
https://studentorgs.kentlaw.iit.edu/ckjeel/wp-content/uploads/sites/23/2016/10/v6i1-2015-2016-3-IPCB.pdf
http://www.envtn.org/water-quality-trading/state-programs
http://www.envtn.org/water-quality-trading/state-programs
https://www.aswm.org/pdf_lib/21_ecotourism_6_26_06.pdf
https://www.drought.gov/states/illinois#historical-conditions
https://phys.org/news/2014-02-beavers-riparian-healthy.html
https://phys.org/news/2014-02-beavers-riparian-healthy.html
https://phys.org/news/2014-02-beavers-riparian-healthy.html
https://f8a030d6-d97f-4b82-9181-b92cb61f43c8.filesusr.com/ugd/556cd4_5aa14a9d7ce041568a05a9397af288f9.pdf
https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/conservation/wildlife/Documents/FURSUMM-19-20.pdf
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In 2007, Martinez, California, had some unusual
visitors. In those days you could drop by the
local Starbucks, pick up your morning latte,
and step right outside to watch some fluffy
beaver kits munch down willow leaves, twigs,
and scraps before they ducked off to sleep in
the nearby lodge for the day. If you listened
closely enough you could even hear them.

The city of Martinez is in northern California
about 45 miles northeast of San Francisco. Its
disjointed historic past means that it is both the
last home of naturalist John Muir and the site of
the  original refinery for Shell Oil. When the
beavers showed up in Alhambra Creek, the
same split personality
greeted their arrival, with
business leaders of the
town adamant that the
dam would cause flood-
ing, and passionate
neighbors insisting that
they be allowed to live.

 It wasn’t uncommon in
those days to see fami-
lies gathered at the
bridge in the evenings,
watching the beavers
and enjoying their antics. You were as likely to
run into your neighbor on the bridge as you
were to meet your butcher or your third grade
teacher. Everyone had a story about them,
and some of them were even true. (I once
heard a grey-haired watcher explaining to her
grandchildren that “No, no, that isn’t a rat they
saw in the creek. It was a beaver. Their tails just
don’t get flat until they grow up!”) Everyone
felt a kind of responsibility for the newcomers,
and when one city worker climbed down to
take branches off the dam, a homeless man
laid across it, using his body as a blockade,
and stayed there until he was arrested.

The restrictions of California law meant that the
beavers couldn’t be relocated; they could

only be killed, and that didn’t sit right with the
residents. These were our beavers. Children
launched petitions at the local deli and home-
owners held a candlelit vigil at the dam site.
No one could remember seeing beavers in the
creek. Nothing like this had happened in Marti-
nez before. News cameras started showing up,
and people were eager to talk. Never mind
that they weren’t experts or that they hadn’t
been on television before. No matter how
many shopkeepers worried about flooding,
there were always five more advocates on
camera to stand up for the beavers.

 Eventually public opinion was so strong that a
city meeting was held to
discuss what could be
done. By that time, the
story had grown to truly
remarkable proportions.
The beavers were in all
the local papers, the
state papers, and even
on national news! On
November 7, 2007, two
hundred people showed
up for the city meeting.
They came from
uptown, downtown, and

out-of-town to voice their concerns for the
beavers.

 I sometimes describe that glorious meeting as
a cross between the last five minutes of It’s a
Wonderful Life combined with the best parts of
Mr. Smith Goes to Washington. It was that
good. Even though the city did its best to stack
the courts with negative hydrology reports and
alarmed businessmen, they had to admit they
were woefully outnumbered. By the end of the
meeting, city officials had a kind of deer-in
the-headlights look about them, and they
reluctantly agreed to form a “subcommittee”
to study the issue further.

Can Cities and Beavers Really Coexist?
By Heidi Perryman
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The first thing the subcommittee did was vote
to hire Skip Lisle of Vermont to come out and
install a flow device at the dam. “The purpose
of a flow device,” he told us, “was to stop the
vertical growth of the dam and keep the
water flowing in the creek.” But even after the
flow device seemed to be working and the sub-
committee issued its
recommendations, the
city still declined to
vote on the future of
the beavers.

Concerned, I gath-
ered together support-
ers and formed a
group to advocate for
the beavers, calling it
“Worth A Dam.” We
worked to hold a
“Beaver Festival” that
summer, because it occurred to me that what-
ever might be lurking behind the scenes, it
would be a lot harder to kill the beavers after
we decided to throw a party for them. That first
festival was a tiny affair, with about 15 exhibits
and barely 300 attendees. We gave beaver
tours, answered questions, helped children
make tails and enlisted supporters to speak on
camera for a “video letter to the mayor.”
Channel 4 showed up, and we did our best to
be visible and keep the pressure on.

Despite everyone’s fears, Skip’s flow device
worked for a decade and our beaver popula-
tion never “exploded.” Every one of the twen-
ty-seven beaver kits born in town went off to
seek his or her own fortune before their second
birthday. “Worth A Dam” wire-wrapped trees

and, using willow cuttings, worked every year
with the regional water board to replant
downed trees.

The town got used to the beavers, and the
beavers got used to the town. Their safely
maintained dams (at one time there were as
many as five) made new wetland habitat in

our urban creek, bringing
muskrats, otter, steelhead,
wood ducks, and even
mink to a neglected
stream that was lined with
parking meters.

In the end, Martinez
learned a very simple
lesson: when we helped
the beavers, they helped
us.

Heidi Perryman, Ph.D., formed Worth A Dam to
defend the Martinez beavers. Since 2008, she
has organized an annual beaver festival that
has inspired similar efforts in five states and
Canada. As California faces more drought
years, Heidi believes it is more important than
ever to coexist with these important “water
savers.” This article was originally published on
Center for Humans and Wildlife and then in
Beavers on Urban Landscapes, Worth a Dam,
January 2020. Reprinted with permission.

Photos of the Martinez beavers were taken by
Worth A Dam VP and photographer Cheryl
Reynolds.

“Efforts to protect biodiversity are now
focusing less on preserving pristine
areas and more on finding room for

wildlife on the margins of human
development. As urban areas keep
expanding, it is increasingly the only

way to allow species to survive.”

Richard Coniff, “Habitat on the Edges:
Making Room for Wildlife in an Urbanized

World,” Yale 360, January 3, 2018

www.martinez beavers.org
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Beavers are constantly exploring the landscape
looking for good habitats. As territorial animals
they’re also looking for unoccupied ones.

Long beaver dams require an enormous
amount of effort to build and maintain. By con-
trast, narrow “outlets” are easy to dam, and
thus represent high-quality habitats.

Roads are large manmade dams with tiny
holes in them called culverts. There has never
been a more ideal damming site. When
placed in beaver damming habitat low-gradi-
ent areas on small streams three quarters of
culverts will always be clogged by the first
explorer to come along. When beavers are
killed to prevent this, a high quality habitat
becomes vacant. In other words, a giant
beaver magnet is created.

Killing beavers to solve the problem guaran-
tees the opposite result. It assures a never-end-
ing cycle of culvert cleaning (usually with
heavy equipment) and road repair. It is the
height of inefficiency, costing taxpayers mil-
lions of dollars a year.

In addition, it’s terrible environmental steward-
ship. It requires the permanent extirpation of
this native, keystone species from the general
vicinity of every culvert. Any non-threatening
wetlands that have been created nearby will

then drain, and the potential for any new wet-
lands to develop will be eliminated.

By contrast, high-quality flow devices like
Beaver Deceivers™ can eliminate the conflict
and make the presence of beavers irrelevant.
This efficient, long-term approach presents a
remarkable opportunity that can save vast
amounts of human wealth while producing a
similar volume of natural wealth.

Skip Lisle holds a Master’s Degree in Wildlife
Management and is the President of Beaver
Deceivers International. He is a passionate biol-
ogist, conservationist, builder, scientist, inventor
and entrepreneur. In 1995, he invented the
Beaver Deceiver™, which in its original itera-
tion was a trapezoidal fence to protect cul-
verts. In 1997, he invented the Castor Master™
pipe system, which used a Round Fence™ filter
(upright, enclosed cylinder of wire mesh) on
the upstream end of a pipe in a beaver dam.
(Others have renamed this concept the Pond
Leveler.) Both inventions are shared by the
Penobscot Indian Nation in Maine, for whom
Skip was working in the 1990s. During this time,
Skip also pioneered the use of Starter Dams™
(now widely referred to as Beaver Dam Ana-
logues), Wildlife Doors™ to allow passage
through Beaver Deceivers, fish ladders for pipe
systems, and large, straight, low pipe systems
to allow fish passage through dams. Skip's flow
devices have been constantly improving over
the decades; today's Beaver Deceivers and
Castor Masters are quite unlike the original ver-
sions. These devices are all the product of origi-
nal thought and did not borrow from any other
types of flow devices, including the Clemson
Leveler. This article was originally published in
Beavers on Urban Landscapes, Worth a Dam,
January 2020. Reprinted with permission.

Protecting “Beaver Magnet” Culverts
By Skip Lisle
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Fencing

Trees can be protected by wrapping the
trunk with wire! The fence cylinders are best
made from 2” x 4” mesh. Chicken wire
often rusts out in a year or two (and
beavers are way bigger than
chickens!) Aim for a four foot high
fence so the beavers cannot get
above it, or at least two feet above
the highest snow level. The initial
gleam of the galvanized fence
quickly fades to a nice dull gray
patina which is barely noticeable on
most trees. Make sure you leave room
for the tree to grow!

Abrasive Painting

Sand painting can be an effective, cheap
and attractive solution to tree protection.

Choose latex exterior paint that
matches the color of the park and
mason sand. Mix 5 ounces of sand per
quart of paint or mix 20 ounces of
sand per gallon of paint, or 140 grams
of sand per liter of paint.

Make in small batches at a time on
the day you are going to apply it.
Apply paint to the bottom three to
four feet of the tree trunk (two feet
above snow levels). Some users

recommend just patting on the sand onto
wet paint to apply. Repeat every couple of
years.

Tree Protection

Tree wrapping illustration and photos reprinted with permission from Beavers
Wetlands & Wildlife.

https://www.beaversww.org/trees-plantings/
https://www.beaversww.org/trees-plantings/
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A well-designed Pond Leveler pipe system can
be a very effective solution. The first effective
Pond Leveler was invented in the 1980’s at
Clemson University. Pond Leveler design has
improved considerably since then. There are
thousands of effective Pond Leveler pipes
installed across North America. Professional
installers can guarantee their effectiveness.

A Pond Leveler creates a permanent leak
through the beaver dam that the beavers
cannot stop. They are designed so beavers
cannot detect the flow of water into the pipe.
They typically do this by surrounding the sub-
merged intake of the pipe with a large cylin-
der of fencing which is placed in as deep
water as possible. This prevents beavers from
feeling or hearing water flowing into the pipe
so they do not try to clog the pipe, and a safe
water level can be maintained. This eliminates
the need for beaver removal.

The height of the pipe in the dam determines
the pond level (see diagram). Water will flow
through the pipe unless the pond level drops
below the peak of the pipe. The pipe is set in
the dam at the desired pond level.

Heavy storm runoff can simply flow over the
top of the dam. Following the storm the pipe
will return the pond to the normal level.

When installing a pipe system it is very impor-
tant to lower a pond only enough to protect
human interests. The more a pond is lowered
the more likely it is beavers will build a new
dam to render the pipe ineffective. Lowering a

beaver pond by up to one vertical foot is gen-
erally not a problem.

With routine maintenance a Pond Leveler pipe
system should remain effective for many years
allowing preservation of the beavers and the
valuable wetland ecosystems they create with
their dams.

Michael Callahan is the founder of the Beaver
Institute Inc.  In 2000 he started Beaver Solu-
tions LLC and has personally resolved over
1,750 beaver-human conflicts. He teaches
beaver workshops and created an instruc-
tional DVD to teach others to do this work. He
has gained an international reputation as a
leader in progressive beaver management. In
2017 he founded the Beaver Institute, Inc. to
spread progressive beaver management to
improve watershed restoration and climate
resilience. This article was originally published in
Beavers on Urban Landscapes, Worth a Dam,
January 2020. Reprinted with permission.

Using Pond Levelers to Prevent Flooding
By Michael Callahan

www.beaverinstitute.org
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The State of Illinois needs to restore the health
of our rivers and reclaim wetlands from farm-
land. Illinois used to be a quarter wetlands
before European trappers arrived and trapped
all the beavers.  The beavers kept the ground
nice and soggy because they kept rivers con-
nected to their floodplains.
Rivers looked completely differ-
ent; they meandered, looped
around, and braided. Once
the beavers were gone, the
rivers became cut off from their
floodplains.  Soon much of the
Illinois landscape—once pep-
pered with depressions that
retained water—was dry for
farming and other develop-
ment.

Farmers settled in Illinois and
decided they would build
levees to pump the remaining
water off of their fields. The
rivers became much more con-
strained, moved faster, and
caused more erosion. The farmers farmed the
soil until it became poor, and then the farmers
had to start adding fertilizers to the soil so that
food would grow—fertilizers that contain the
nutrients nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium.

The fertilizers wash into the
rivers in Illinois--the Illinois
River, the Kankakee River,
and the Sangamon River, to
name a few. Those rivers
are tributaries of the Missis-
sippi River. Because rivers
move so quickly now, and
because there aren’t
enough wetlands, there’s
no chance for the fertilizers
to be filtered out and puri-
fied by wetlands.

Then the Mississippi River carries all of those fer-
tilizers into the Gulf of Mexico. And the nutrients
in the fertilizers cause large algae blooms to
develop, depleting the dissolved oxygen in the
area and causing a giant dead zone in the
Gulf of Mexico where nothing can live. The

State of Illinois knows this is a big
problem and uses a number of
strategies to prevent this “nutri-
ent loss.”

One strategy being used out
west to address water quality
issues is low tech, process
based restoration of rivers,
which helps to create “dynami-
cally stable” complex river-wet-
land corridors along our creeks,
streams, and rivers.

As sediment, excess nutrients,
and chemicals flow off of the
land, wetlands filter the runoff
before it reaches open water.
Nutrients are stored and

absorbed by plants or microorganisms. Sedi-
ment settles at the bottom after reaching an
area with slow water flow. Additionally, carbon
and greenhouse gases are stored in sinks in
wetlands instead of being released into the
atmosphere.

And yes, our friends the
beavers are critical partners
in process -based restora-
tion of rivers and of creating
wetlands. Their dams slow
the water down, allowing
for physical and biochemi-
cal filtration processes to
work–just like they did prior
to European settlement.
Plus their ponds offer habi-
tats for fish, birds, amphibi-
ans, and mammals,

encouraging biodiversity.

Illinois Needs River Restoration and
Wetlands (and Beavers)

A Beaver Dam Analog along the
Bucktail Channel in California.

https://www2.illinois.gov/dnr/publications/Documents/00000161.pdf
https://www.trrp.net/restoration/channel-rehab/bucktail/
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Conventional river restoration tends to focus
on protection of property, or aesthetic or rec-
reational enhancements that do not necessar-
ily improve ecological functions. The goal
might be to stabilize a river bank or reconfigure
a river channel. It is typically very expensive
and involves heavy machinery.

Low-tech, process-based restoration, on the
other hand, is the practice of adding simple,
inexpensive structural additions (locally
sourced rock, human-created Beaver Dam
Analogs (BDAs), and anchored log structures)
to mimic functions and promote system pro-
cesses. When these inexpensive structural
additions are added to the river, the RIVER
begins the PROCESS of restoring itself--some-
times with help from the beavers! The river
starts to reconnect with its floodplain, grows
more vegetation, creates wetlands, and
becomes more resilient. Humans can influence
but not absolutely control the eventual
outcome and appearance of the restored
river. But the restored river is more functional

than one restored through conventional meth-
ods, at a fraction of the cost.

Beaver-related restoration is a type of process-
based restoration that seeks to re-establish
dam building in degraded streams by relocat-
ing beavers to streams where dams are
desired, building BDAs, or restoring riparian
vegetation to attract beavers.

Rather than focusing on the channel, process-
based restoration looks at the entire river-wet-
land corridor. This corridor, or riparian zone,
can be as wide as 20 times the width of the
channel and extends into the air and under
the ground. When the speed of flow is slowed,
the depth is increased, allowing more water to
soak into the river banks and floodplain. Trees
and shrubs on the floodplain send their roots
deep to take up the water and the excess
nutrients, then send their leaves up to soak in
sunlight and slow the wind and the rain. Partial
shade keeps the ground cool while enough
sunlight maintains a thick layer of grasses and
herbaceous flowering plants that protects the

Low-Tech, Process-Based Restoration in the Midwest
By Jeff Boland-Prom

Source: https://science.sciencemag.org/content/360/6393/1058/tab-figures-data

http://www.swiftwaterdesign.com/home/process-based-restoration-home/
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soil from erosion during heavy rains. Sometimes
process-based restoration requires planting
trees and shrubs, but in other locations they
need to be thinned. Once the work is com-
plete, the river, plants and animals work
together to maintain the right balance.

The volume of water underground can be
several times greater than what is flowing
above ground. When the water level in the
river drops, the groundwater, now nearly free
of pollution, seeps back into the river, resulting
in a more consistent year-round flow. This
passage through the ground cools the water in
the summer and warms it in the winter. Cooler
summer water holds more oxygen, while
warmer winter water allows the biotic activity
that cleans the water and feeds the fish to
continue longer into the fall and resume earlier
in the spring.

One goal of process-based restoration is to
create or enhance wildlife habitat along the
entire length of a stream from the headwaters
to the confluence or mouth where it joins a
river or empties into a lake. Then, the water,
plants, and animals work together to regener-
ate and restore the wetlands and floodplains
at the process-based restoration sites as well as
upstream and downstream.

Sometimes stakeholders express fear that pro-
cess-based restoration could impair habitat for
fish. While it is true that some parts of the
stream will become almost still (lentic) and
have a thicker layer of silt on the bottom, the
remaining faster moving (lotic) sections will
have deeper and cleaner water throughout
the year. Functional river-wetland corridors
offer both abundant and diverse habitat,
called “density diversity,” leading to a range of
micro-habitats that allow aquatic species to
find the appropriate habitat within a relatively
small area. Although a single dam in a chan-
nelized stream might be a barrier to fish pas-
sage, in a healthy river system, each dam or
BDA becomes part of a larger wetland that
can assist fish migration. As ponds fill and
spread out, the dams force the water to flow
laterally, creating side channels that fish can
use to swim upstream or down.

Most Midwest streams have a low gradient
and enough water to develop wetlands and
the vegetation they require. Process-based
restoration allows wetland managers to control
where the wetlands will be larger, have the
highest quality, and include the greatest diver-
sity. Larger, high quality sites will attract more
wildlife, including beavers, but unlike conven-
tional constructed wetlands or retention ponds,
there are no dikes to burrow into or drains to
block. These semi aquatic rodents actually
benefit the wetland by harvesting aggressive
plants like cattails and willows. Process-based
restoration projects are designed to minimize
risks of flooding and blocked culverts. Flow
devices, like those designed by Skip Lisle and
Mike Callahan, are employed when necessary.

Jeff Boland-Prom, M.S.,  is the owner of
Midwest Beaver Management in Beecher, Illi-
nois. He received training from the Beaver Insti-
tute as a Beaver Wetland Professional, and is a
member in good standing in the Beaver Insti-
tute's International BeaverCorps Association.
He is trained to install flow devices and in low-
tech, process-based river restoration.

Doty Ravine Preserve in California, Placer Land Trust,
before and after process-based restoration..
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Due to climate change, our region is already
getting more rain than was the case histori-
cally. Precipitation events are become more
frequent and more intense but of a shorter
duration, and our storm water infrastructure is
simply not designed and sized to handle the
amount of rainfall we are receiving.

Complex river-wetland corridors are able to
impound more storm water throughout a
watershed. Wetlands store water during large
precipitation events and allow for a slow release,
reducing storm-water runoff and erosion.
According to the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency, there are roughly 225,000 proper-
ties in the 100-year floodplain in Illinois. On paper,
there is a 1 percent
chance each year that
these properties could be
inundated with flooding.
Unfortunately, 100-year
flood events are becom-
ing much more frequent.

According to "Shelter
from the Storm: How Wet-
lands Protect Our Com-
munities from Flooding,"
Spring 2015, Environment
America: "The ability of
wetlands to hold large
amounts of water
enables them to serve as
a key protection against flooding. During times
of heavy precipitation, wetlands act as a
sponge – slowing the velocity of runoff and
retaining excess water, thereby reducing the
danger of flooding. Once captured by a wet-
land, excess water evaporates, settles into the
soil to replenish groundwater, or is slowly
released over time.… The flood protection that
wetlands provide is valuable. According to
one study, inland wetlands in the United States
provide over $237 billion in water flow regula-
tion services annually."

Milwaukee River Watershed Study Demon-
strates That Beaver Dams Upstream Decrease
Flooding Downstream

A 2020 study of the Milwaukee River water-
shed, "Hydrological Impact of Beaver Habitat
Restoration in the Milwaukee River Watershed,"
demonstrated that beaver dams on the upper
reaches of a Midwestern watershed signifi-
cantly decreased flooding downstream. The
study was conducted by Milwaukee River-
keeper, the Milwaukee Metropolitan Sewerage
District, and University of Wisconsin Milwaukee.

The study used the The Beaver Restoration and
Assessment Tool (BRAT) to estimate the likeli-

hood of beaver dam
building activity and
beaver dam capacities in
the Milwaukee River
watershed, based on GIS
analysis of the stream net-
work, vegetation cover,
and stream power under
baseflow and high-flow
conditions. The simula-
tions showed that peak
flow rates were reduced
by 6% to 48%, and flood
flow volumes were
reduced by 14% to 48%,
depending on the devel-

opment stages of beaver dams, and actual
storm characteristics. Two factors contribute to
peak flow reduction: (1) flow interception by
storage capacity of beaver dams makes the
primary contribution; and (2) energy dissipa-
tion through dam overflow when the storage
capacity is filled.

Finally, Illinois’ levee system is aging and in dire
need of  more robust monitoring, reinforce-
ment, and repairs of Illinois levees. There are
levees at risk of breach all along the Mississippi
River in Illinois, Iowa, and Missouri.  A wider riv-
er-wetland corridor along these rivers would
relieve a significant amount of the pressure off
the aging levee systems.

More Floodwater Storage Capacity

https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/ShelterfromtheStorm_EnvAmerica_Final.pdf
https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/ShelterfromtheStorm_EnvAmerica_Final.pdf
https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/ShelterfromtheStorm_EnvAmerica_Final.pdf
https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/ShelterfromtheStorm_EnvAmerica_Final.pdf
https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/ShelterfromtheStorm_EnvAmerica_Final.pdf
https://environmentamerica.org/sites/environment/files/reports/ShelterfromtheStorm_EnvAmerica_Final.pdf
https://www.beaverinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Beaver-Hydrology-impact-in-Milwaukee-final-1.pdf
https://www.beaverinstitute.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Beaver-Hydrology-impact-in-Milwaukee-final-1.pdf
https://elpc.org/resources/high-risk-levees-along-the-upper-mississippi-river-report/
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Farmers could actually monetize wetlands by
turning them into nutrient farms. Instead of
growing crops, farmers could grow wetlands
and make money doing it!

Under the Clean Water Act, any facility that
discharges pollutants into U.S. waters needs a
type of permit called a National Pollutant Dis-
charge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.
Permit holders must meet a certain water
cleanliness standard
that is set by the state
and approved by the
federal government.
Facilities that hold
permits include waste-
water reclamation
plants. The NPDES
permit is good for five
years and then the
facility needs to reap-
ply. Every few years,
the standards are
updated. A facility that
meets current stan-
dards may find itself
needing to meet higher standards when its
current permit expires. If the facility doesn’t
have the capability of meeting the new stan-
dard, it might pay a lot of money to upgrade
its system. Or, it might purchase water quality
credits on a market.

Most people know about carbon credits. A
carbon credit is a permit that allows the
company that holds it to emit a certain
amount of carbon dioxide or other green-
house gases. The companies that have extra
carbon credits–because they don’t discharge
as much carbon dioxide as they are allowed
to–sell them to the companies that don’t have
enough carbon credits. Water quality credits
operate along the same principle.

There aren’t any structural barriers in the State
of Illinois to setting up water quality credit
markets and it’s a really good idea for our
state. The EPA is actively encouraging states to
set up water quality credit markets. Water
quality credit markets have already been suc-
cessfully set up in other states.

Farmers could convert acres near the edge of
the levee into wetlands. And then they would

“farm” clean water in
order to produce cred-
its. The water would
get measured as it
entered the wetlands,
and it would get mea-
sured again as it went
back into the river. The
farmer could then sell
the credits to another
facility, a broker, or a
credit exchange.

The State of Illinois
should take steps to set
up a water quality
credit trading market

and support case studies for nutrient farming in
order to demonstrate how nutrient farms can
produce water quality credits.

Donald Hey, Ph.D. is the Executive Director
and co-founder of Wetland's Research Incor-
porated and The Wetlands Initiative. His
research focuses on the restoration of river
and wetland systems and the development
of low-cost management programs for sus-
taining natural aquatic ecosystems.

Rachel Schick Siegel, M.A., is the president of
the Illinois Beaver Alliance. She worked profes-
sionally as an editor, does grant writing for a
domestic violence shelter, and volunteers at
several other organizations.

Water Quality Credit Markets
By Donald Hey and Rachel Schick Siegel

https://studentorgs.kentlaw.iit.edu/ckjeel/wp-content/uploads/sites/23/2016/10/v6i1-2015-2016-3-IPCB.pdf
https://studentorgs.kentlaw.iit.edu/ckjeel/wp-content/uploads/sites/23/2016/10/v6i1-2015-2016-3-IPCB.pdf
https://www.epa.gov/npdes/frequently-asked-questions-about-water-quality-trading
http://www.envtn.org/water-quality-trading/state-programs
www.wetlandsresearch.org
www.illinoisbeaveralliance.org
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Much of the land along Illinois rivers is farmland
that is privately owned by farmers and used for
intensive row crop agriculture. Allowing rivers
to develop into wider river-wetland corridors,
thus converting some formland into wetlands,
would help prevent nutrient loss into our rivers.
In addition to that environmental advantage,
along with the economic possibilities of
wetland mitigation banking, farmers can also
choose to participate in the Conservation
Reserve Enhancement Program (CREP).
Administered by the Farm Service Agency, in
exchange for removing environmentally sensi-
tive land from production and establishing per-
manent resource conserving plant species,
farmers and ranchers are paid an annual
rental rate along with other incentives.

Converting portions of farmland to wetlands is
assisted by the creation of buffers between the
wetlands and the areas where conventional
farming continues. This prevents soil erosion
from the farmland into the wetlands and pro-
tects the crops from being harvested by the
wildlife in the wetlands. These buffers do not
need to be taken out of production, however,
since there are many profitable alternatives for
this land.

If the soil is well drained, the site could be a
candidate for growing timber. Black walnut is
one of the most valuable hardwoods of North
America and is usually not harmed by beaver.
It is a heavy water user and
would benefit from the con-
sistent water table provided
by the nearby beaver
ponds. Hickory and oak are
also candidates and are
usually avoided by beavers if
other types of trees are
available. Fast growing trees
like black cherry and Ameri-
can tulip tree could be
planted between the slower

growing oaks and hickories. These tree species
are tolerant of occasional flooding. Special
techniques, such as horse logging, might be
required to protect ecologically sensitive areas
when the timber is harvested. In addition to the
long term appreciation of the timber, the trees
are a potential source of income in a carbon
credit market.

In addition to timber, all of these trees provide
mast for wildlife and could be grown for nut
production. Pecans are already a valuable
cash crop in southern Illinois, and markets for
black walnut and white oak acorns could be
developed. White oak acorns are ground into
a specialty flour, while black walnuts were tra-
ditionally popular in baked goods, having a
flavor (and nutritional profile) superior to
Persian walnuts.

With or without tree crops, buffers could be
used for animal pasture and wet meadows in
the wetlands would be suitable for limited and
controlled grazing when the upper horizon is
dry. Beaver canals provide the animals easy
access to water without the risk of having them
too close to the stream.

Buffers provide hunting opportunities and wet-
lands provide fishing opportunities. (It would be
counterproductive to trap and/or kill beavers
as they will be engineering the wetlands.)

Jeff Boland-Prom, M.S., is the
owner of Midwest Beaver
Management in Beecher,
Illinois. He received training
from the Beaver Institute as a
Beaver Wetland Professional,
and is a member in good
standing in the Beaver Insti-
tute's International Beaver-
Corps Association. He is
trained to install flow devices
and in low-tech, process
based river restoration.

Opportunities for Farmers
By Jeff Boland-Prom
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For More Information

This guidebook provides a practical synthesis
of the best available science for using beaver
to improve ecosystem functions.

This design manual provides restoration practi-
tioners with guidelines for implementing
beaver dam analogues (BDAs) and post-as-
sisted log structures(PALS).

“Partnering with Beavers in Illinois: A New Paradigm” is a publication of the Illinois Beaver
Alliance, a fiscally sponsored project of Inquiring Systems, Inc. EIN: 94-2524840. The mission

of the Illinois Beaver Alliance is to improve the health and function of Illinois watersheds,
which will increase climate resilience, improve water quality, increase biodiversity, and

create floodwater storage capacity; and to educate the public about the ecological
importance of beavers and the modern tools for resolving human-beaver conflicts. For more

information, go to www.illiinoisbeaveralliance.org or contact Rachel Schick Siegel at
rschicksiegel@gmail.com or (847) 528-8476.

https://www.fws.gov/oregonfwo/Documents/2018BRGv.2.01.pdf
https://lowtechpbr.restoration.usu.edu/manual/
www.illinoisbeaveralliance.org
www.illinoisbeaveralliance.org
www.illiinoisbeaveralliance.org
www.illinoisbeaveralliance.org
mailto:rschicksiegel@gmail.com
mailto:rschicksiegel@gmail.com

